INSTALLATION REAR-FACING SEAT
KAWASAKI MULE
PART# BACKSEAT
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1. Let the tailgate down, and unscrew the Phillips Head screws that
hold on the tailgate cords. Keep these as they will be used later.
(refer to Image area #1)
2. Remove bolts that hold on the “L” bracket (Image area #2), and
slide out the brackets, then pull the gate off and set it aside. Once
the gate is off, reattach the “L” brackets, and “L” bracket bolts.
3. Put Seat into bed (facing backwards), and push it in until the “C”
bracket on the underside slides over the end of the bed. (Image
#3)
4. Next, on the inside of the bed sides, mark the distance (from end
of the bedsides) to where the Spring Handles are, should measure
approximately 18” (Image #4).
5. Remove the seat, and install the Spring Handle Catches (Image
#5). Two 3/16 holes will need to be drilled at the mark you made in
step #4, and 2 1/2” down from the top of the bedside. Once holes
are made, mount the Spring Handle Catches to the inside of each
side bed wall, using the provided hardware. Yours should look
similar to Image #6.
6. Now, put the seat back in, making sure the “C” bracket on the underside slides over the end of the bed, then pull the Spring Handles down and attach to the newly installed Catches. It should resemble Image #4.
7. Get the included Pins (Image #9) and use the Phillips Head
Screws from Step #1 to attach them where the Phillips Head
Screws originally were. (Image #8) Don’t insert the pins yet.
8. Next, get your Footrest (Image #7), and insert the right side into
where the tailgate originally latched (Image #10). After the right
side is in, do the same on the left. You may have to loosen the end
bolt on the left bed side, in order to pull the bedside out so you can
get the footrest inserted, refer to image #11 for bolt location. Be
sure to retighten the bolt once footrest is mounted.
9. Screw the included Footrest Nuts onto the ends of the Footrest,
where you just inserted them. (Image #12)
10. Insert the Pins into Footrest thru the holes where the tailgate was
attached, see Image #13. You’re done, see the reverse side for full
image.
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See Reverse —>
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Your finished Rear-Facing Seat & Footrest should look similar to this:

